
 
 
 
 
 
 
This guide serves as a resource to help you navigate the candidacy exam process. It does not 
supersede any information provided by the Graduate School or the Neuroscience Graduate Program 
(NGP) Handbook. It is recommended that you first read these Handbooks before referring to this guide. 
You should complete candidacy by the end of autumn semester of your third year. Don’t wait until your 
advisor brings it up. Be proactive! 
 
 
 
 
 
In your 2nd year: 
 

1. Review the Graduate School and NGP Handbooks regarding candidacy examinations. 
 

2. Discuss candidacy with your advisor. 
• What is the scope of your project? 
• Who would be the best committee members? 
• What is the timeline of your proposed project? 

 
3. Reach out to prospective committee members. 

 
4. Request program approval for your committee. 

 
In the autumn of your 3rd year: 

 
5. Write your Specific Aims page, submit it to your committee, and host a meeting to discuss 

your aims with your committee. 
 

6. Write your full candidacy proposal. 
• You must submit your full proposal to your committee no later than two months after 

approval of your specific aims. 
 

7. Schedule your oral examination date. 
• Submit Grad Forms application for candidacy no later than two weeks prior to your 

oral examination date. 
• Oral examination should be scheduled for 2-4 weeks after approval of the written 

portion of the exam. 
• Do not wait until the last minute to schedule your oral examination. It is unlikely 

there will be many dates that work for your entire committee in the outlined timeframe. 
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8. Prepare for your oral examination. 

• It is common for students to perform a mock candidacy with other students or lab-
mates in order to gain invaluable feedback. 

• Talk to your committee before spending too much time on this presentation. Some 
committees prefer a short PowerPoint presentation while other do not want any visual 
aids. 

 
9. Pass your oral examination. 

 
10. Celebrate! You are now a Ph.D. candidate! 

 
 
 
 
 
Your advisor will serve as the chair of your committee. You will need to select at least three other faculty 
members for your committee, at least two of which are a part of the NGP. These faculty must have P 
status, meaning they are approved by the Graduate School to serve on a doctoral committee. 
 
Your advisor will help you choose committee members. Choose faculty that have relevant expertise or 
research interests and try to have a wide variety such that each critical aspect of your project is covered. 
For example, if you propose to develop a new model of brain cancer, it would be a good idea to have 
a neuro-oncologist or someone who studies biological mechanisms of cancer on your committee. 
 
Email each faculty member you have identified to see if they are willing to serve on your committee. It 
is a good idea—especially if you are reaching out to someone you do not already know—to offer to 
meet with them one-on-one if they would like to get to know you and your project in more detail. 
 
Once you have completed your committee, you must email Keri Knowles with a list of their names and 
a brief statement explaining the research focus of each proposed committee member and the unique 
perspective that each brings to the overall committee for approval. 
 
 
 
 
 
Your Specific Aims page is a single-page document outlining the major intentions of your project. This 
project can be directly related to your research, but it cannot be copied from or a part of a proposal 
written by your advisor. You may use examples of previous grants from your lab to help you with 
formatting and organization, but be careful not to plagiarize any sections or ideas. 
 
Once approved by your advisor, these Specific Aims must be submitted to and approved by all 
members of your committee. It is recommended that you discuss these aims with your entire committee 
in an official—but informal—meeting, but it is also acceptable to discuss the aims individually with each 

Form your Committee 

Write your Specific Aims 



member of your committee as long as each committee member approves the final draft. If your 
committee does not approve your Specific Aims, you have two weeks to revise and resubmit them. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Your full proposal must be written and submitted to your committee within two months of your Specific 
Aims being approved. Your advisor and members of your committee cannot edit or have specific input 
into the details of your proposal, but they may provide general guidance. Other members of your lab, 
or your NGP peers, may read your proposal and make suggestions, but in the end it must be your own 
writing that you submit. 
 
The proposal should be written following the guidelines for an expedited NIH-R01 grant proposal with 
a few exceptions. It will need to include the following: 

• Project Summary/Abstract (1 page) 
• Specific Aims page (1 page) 
• Research Strategy (10-12 single-spaced pages) 

o Significance 
o Approach 

• References Cited 
 
It is appropriate and recommended to include some preliminary data in your proposal. The purpose of 
these data is to demonstrate that you have the tools and expertise to complete the experiments you 
have proposed. It is not necessary to provide preliminary data for each aim or experiment. 
 
When completed, submit your proposal to your committee to be approved. Give your committee a 
deadline of no more than two weeks to inform you whether they approve your proposal. The decision 
must be unanimous, and if the committee disapproves, you will have two weeks to revise the proposal. 
You will be given only one chance to revise the proposal. 
 
Once your written proposal is approved, you must complete the oral portion of your exam within 2-4 
weeks. It is a good idea to inquire about your committee’s availability while writing your written proposal 
to ensure you have enough time to find a date that works for everyone. 
 
 

Write your Candidacy Proposal 

Tips: 
• Write each aim such that they are separate from one another; i.e., one aim does 

not rely on the success of another. 
• Write each aim as a question. Instead of “Characterize how…” try “To what extent 

does…?” 
• Start broad with your first aim and get more specific for your last aim. 



 
 
 
 
Your oral exam should be held within 2-4 weeks following the approval of your written exam. Once you 
have a date and time, talk to your advisor or Keri to get information about reserving a room in your 
building or any appropriate meeting space. You will need to schedule at least a 3-hour block of time. 
Try to find one that has a chalkboard or whiteboard, as you will probably need to draw during your 
exam. 
 
A minimum of two weeks before your oral exam, you must submit your application for candidacy exam 
on the Grad Forms website. Do not wait to submit this form! There is no record of your exam if you 
do not submit the Grad Forms application, and you risk having to re-take it! Your advisor then needs to 
log into the Grad Forms website and approve this application. 
 

 
Your committee may send you out of the room for a few minutes at the beginning to discuss your written 
proposal- this is normal. Oral exams will differ in content—some committees may allow you to present 
a brief summary of your aims while others will skip this and go straight to Q&A. The decision to do this 
is at the discretion of your committee, so be sure to ask ahead of time. Your oral exam is performed in 
front of your committee only and must last two hours (not including the time you may use for a brief 
presentation). The questions asked will cover your proposal rationale and experimental design but may 
also cover relevant topics from first year classes. These questions are meant to test the limits of your 
knowledge, so it is okay to say that you do not know the answer, but offer a reasonable guess based 
on any tangential knowledge you might have. Once this questioning period is over, you will leave the 
room and your committee will have a discussion and tell you whether you passed or failed. This decision 
must be unanimous. 
 
Your committee members must submit online approval of your candidacy on the Grad Forms website 
within 24 hours of your oral exam. After 24 hours, this portal will close and you will need to schedule 
another oral exam with a Graduate School representative present. The system will send an automatic 
email to your committee at the end of your scheduled exam time. You will receive an email notification 
when your exam results have been approved. 
 
 
 

Oral Portion of Candidacy Exam 

Many students choose to hold a “mock” candidacy following submission of their written 
proposal. In this format, other graduate students and lab members help the aspiring 
candidate practice answering common candidacy and project-relevant questions. Email 
your proposal to people ahead of time so they can come up with questions. This is a great 
way to practice and get feedback from your peers who have already gone through the 
process. You can also talk to students in the labs of your committee members to get a 
heads-up on the kinds of questions they might ask. 



 
If you do not pass the oral exam, your committee will make the decision about whether you will be 
allowed to take the exam over, which needs to be noted on the Grad Forms website. Your second 
attempt may include a new written proposal as well as a repeat oral exam, or simply a repeat oral 
defense. This decision is made by your committee. This second defense attempt must be presided over 
by the same committee as well as a representative from the grad school. The second oral exam must 
be completed by the end of the semester that follows the one in which the first exam was taken. It is 
important to note that students will be automatically dismissed from the university if the second attempt 
is unsuccessful. 

Tips: 
• Memorize the hypothesis and experimental procedure for each aim. 
• Keep your answers simple. Start with either a “yes” or “no”. Anything you 

introduce in your answer is fair game for a follow-up question. If you do not know 
the answer to the next question, do not open that door in the first place. 

• Your committee is testing your knowledge of neuroscience and your project, but 
they are also testing your ability to formulate thoughtful answers and defend your 
proposal. 


